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Abstract
Autonomous robots offer alluring perspectives in numerous application domains: space rovers, satellites, medical
assistants, tour guides, etc. However, a severe lack of trust
in their dependability greatly reduces their possible usage.
In particular, autonomous systems make extensive use of
decisional mechanisms that are able to take complex and
adaptative decisions, but are very hard to validate. This
paper proposes a fault tolerance approach for decisional
planning components, which are almost mandatory in complex autonomous systems. The proposed mechanisms focus on development faults in planning models and heuristics, through the use of diversification. The paper presents
an implementation of these mechanisms on an existing autonomous robot architecture, and evaluates their impact on
performance and reliability through the use of fault injection.

1. Introduction
Autonomous systems cover a large range of functionalities and complexities, from robotic pets to space rovers, including elderly care assistants, museum tour guides, and autonomous vehicles. As successes arise in autonomous navigation, exemplified by Mars rovers and the clearing of the
DARPA Grand Challenge [17], complex autonomous systems that are able to choose and execute high-level actions
without human supervision are not yet ready for real life
applications. Indeed, one of the major drawbacks in the
utilization of such systems is the difficulty to predict and
validate their behavior. To increase the confidence that we
may have in such systems so that they may be used in more
critical applications, we consider in this paper the tolerance
of residual development faults in planning models.
First, we introduce autonomous systems and specific aspects such as decisional mechanisms, robustness and planning. Second, we propose error detection and recovery
mechanisms that are appropriate for planning to tolerate de-

velopment faults in their application-dependent knowledge.
Finally, we validate the proposed mechanisms through an
experimental framework based on fault injection.

2. Dependability in Autonomous Systems
This section presents several aspects of autonomous systems relevant to their dependability. We present a definition
of autonomy and give key aspects of architectures for autonomous robots.

2.1. Autonomy
A dictionary definition of “autonomy” is “the ability to
act independently”. However, in the field of robotics, this
definition is insufficient since it does not enable a distinction between classic automatic systems, that simply apply
preprogrammed reactions in response to the system’s inputs
(e.g., as in feedback control), and truly autonomous systems
that seek to carry out goal-oriented tasks whose implementation details are not defined in advance, either by necessity (the input space is unbounded) or as a design strategy
(to simplify the code). We adopt here the definition of autonomy given in [11]: “An unmanned system’s own ability of sensing, perceiving, analyzing, communicating, planning, decision-making, and acting, to achieve its goals as
assigned by its human operator(s) through designed humanrobot interaction (HRI). Autonomy is characterized into levels by factors including mission complexity, environmental
difficulty, and level of HRI to accomplish the missions.”
The level of autonomy of an autonomous system is often discussed in terms of its ”robustness”. Indeed, autonomous robots are intended to cope with uncertainty and
non-nominal situations. A good or ”robust” robot is understood to be one that can survive and fulfill its mission despite partial knowledge about its environment as well as unforeseen contingencies such as obstacles, rough terrain and
failures. In this paper, we choose to distinguish between
robustness and fault tolerance as follows:
Robustness is the ability of an autonomous system to
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cope with adverse environmental situations (lighting conditions, unexpected obstacles, etc.) while providing an acceptable service.
Fault Tolerance is the ability of an autonomous system
to provide an acceptable service despite system faults (hardware failures, software bugs, etc.).

2.2. Autonomous System Architectures
Four architectural styles for designing autonomous robot
systems are usually distinguished:
1. The sense-plan-act style is based on a closed loop of
three components devoted respectively to sensing the
environment, finding a plan to reach a goal state, and
acting on the environment according to the plan.
2. The subsumption style allows several “behavior” components to simultaneously sense and act on the environment, with actions that can be prioritized or crossinhibited between different components.
3. The multi-agent style considers a set of autonomous
systems or agents immersed in the same environment
and interacting to achieve their individual or shared
goals.
4. The hierarchical style defines several abstraction levels with different real-time constraints, resulting in a
layered architecture.
Whereas the sense-plan-act style has largely been abandoned (at least as the basis for a monolithic architecture)
due to its poor real-time performance, the subsumption style
is still commonly used in entertainment robots, such as
Sony’s Aibo™. The multi-agent style is now receiving considerable attention both as the basis for designing a taskable
robot [18] and in the context of agent swarms with emerging “intelligence” [20]. However, most practical robots currently adopt the hierarchical style, usually resulting in an architecture with three layers [8]: (a) a decisional layer that is
responsible for elaborating plans to reach operator-defined
mission goals, (b) an executive layer that selects and sequences elementary actions that implement the high-level
tasks included with the current plan, and (c) a functional
layer that interfaces with the hardware sensory and action
devices. In some architectures the executive layer is merged
into either the decisional layer or the functional layer.
Hierarchical architectures for autonomy include the
RAX architecture developed by NASA as part of its Deep
Space One project [19], JPL’s CLARATy [23] and the
LAAS architecture [1] developed at LAAS-CNRS (the latter architecture will be described in more detail in 3.2.1).
From a dependability viewpoint, tolerance of hardware
faults is considered in some of these architectures [16].
For example, the RAX architecture includes a model-based
mode identification and reconfiguration (MIR) component

specifically aimed at diagnosing and recovering from faults
affecting hardware resources [19]. For development faults,
apart from on-line checking mechanisms aimed at guaranteeing safety [21], the focus has largely been on fault avoidance approaches (rigorous design, and thorough verification and testing). For example, intensive testing was carried
out on the RAX architecture [3]: six test beds were implemented throughout the development process, incorporating
600 tests. The authors of [3] underline the relevance of intensive testing, but acknowledge particular difficulties regarding autonomous systems, notably the problem of defining suitable test oracles. Given the inherent difficulty of
testing autonomous systems, we believe that a tolerance approach with respect to residual development faults should
be of considerable interest. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, such an approach has not been previously envisaged.

2.3. Deliberation and Decision
From our perspective, deliberation and decision are the
key features of autonomy. Many different decisional capabilities have been studied and deployed on robots or other
autonomous systems. Here, we discuss what distinguishes
such decisional capabilities from other programmed functionalities.
Most decisional mechanisms boil down to some sort of
search in a very large state space. In general, this search
leads to a decision (a plan to reach a goal, a diagnosis, an
action, etc.). This search can be done either off-line or online, that is in advance to produce a precompiled data structure or on the fly while the system is running. It may reason
about past states (as in diagnosis) or about future states (as
in planning). It may have a limited horizon or, conversely, a
very deep scope. But a key aspect is that the search needs to
be efficiently guided to avoid a combinatorial explosion. As
a result, a decisional mechanism can be complete (it is guaranteed to find a solution if one exists) or not (it can “miss
it”), correct (solutions are always valid) or not (they are approximate), tractable (solutions are found in a polynomial
time and space) or not.
Another important feature of decisional mechanisms is
that they are organized in a way that makes a clear separation between the knowledge and the inference mechanism.
The aim is to make the inference mechanism (e.g., a search
engine) as generic and as independent as possible from the
application. Conversely, the knowledge is domain-specific
and typically specifies what states are reachable through
the search process and what is the “best” next state from
any given state. However, knowledge and inference mechanisms are often tightly linked in practice (e.g., heuristics
that guide a search engine).
The implementation of decisional mechanisms relies on
various formalisms (logic, neural networks, Markov mod-
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els, constraints, simple temporal networks, etc.) and computational models (constraint-based programming, logic
programming, heuristic search, dynamic programming,
etc.).
The most common decisional functionalities deployed
on autonomous systems are the following: planning, execution control, diagnosis, situation recognition and learning.
In this paper, we focus particularly on planning, which is
the activity of producing a plan to reach a goal from a given
state, using given action models (e.g., the activity plan for
the day of an exploration rover).

2.4. Planning
Planning is necessary in complex autonomous systems
as a mean to select and organize the robot’s future actions to
achieve specified high-level goals. We introduce here some
generalities on planning in autonomous systems, before presenting dependability issues.
2.4.1. General Principle. Planning can be implemented in
several ways but, in practice, two approaches are preferred:
search in a state space and constraint planning.
Search in a state space manipulates a graph of actions
and states. It explores different action sequences from an
initial state to choose the most suitable one to achieve given
goals.
Constraint planning uses CSP (Constraint Satisfaction
Problem) solving to determine a possible evolution of the
system state that satisfies a set of constraints, some of which
specify the system goals. CSP solving is commonly an iterative algorithm assigning successively possible values to
each variable and verifying that all constraints remain satisfied.
Two robustness techniques are commonly implemented
to recover from a plan failure caused by adverse environmental situations:
• Replanning consists in developing a new plan from the
current system state and still unresolved goals. Depending on the planning model complexity, replanning
may be significantly time costly. Other system activities are thus generally halted during replanning.
• Plan repair may be attempted before replanning, with
the aim of reducing the time lost in replanning. It uses
salvageable parts of the previous failed plan, that are
executed while the rest of the plan is being repaired.
However, if reducing the salvaged plan conflicts with
unresolved goals, plan repair is stopped and replanning
is initiated.
2.4.2. Dependability Issues. Planning, like other decisional mechanisms, poses significant challenges for validation. Classic problems faced by testing and verification are

exacerbated. First, execution contexts in autonomous systems are neither controllable nor completely known; even
worse, consequences of the system actions are often uncertain. Second, planning mechanisms have to be validated in
the complete architecture, as they aim to enhance functionalities of the lower levels through high level abstractions
and actions. Integrated tests are thus necessary very early
in the development cycle. Third, the oracle problem1 is
particularly difficult since (a) equally correct plans may be
completely different and (b) an unforeseen adverse environmental situation may completely prevent some goals from
being achieved, thus ineluctably degrading the system performance, however well it behaves (for example, cliffs, or
some other feature of the local terrain, may make a position
goal unreachable).
One way to address the latter issue is to define an oracle
as a set of constraints that necessarily and sufficiently characterizes a correct plan: plans satisfying the constraints are
deemed correct. Such a technique was used for thorough
testing of the RAX planner during the NASA Deep Space
One project [3], or in the VAL validation tool [10]. Extensive collaboration of application and planner experts is
necessary to generate the correct set of constraints. A Failure Recovery Analysis tool is proposed in [9] to ease model
corrections during development.
Automatic static analysis may also be used to ascertain
properties on planning models, whereas manual static analysis requires domain experts to closely scrutinize models
proposed by planning developers. For example, the development tool Planware [2] offers facilities for both types of
analysis.
Some work has also been done on evaluating planning
dependability. A measure for planner reliability is proposed
in [5], which compares theoretical results to experimental ones, showing a necessary compromise between temporal failures (related to calculability of decisional mechanisms) and value failures (related to correctness of decisional mechanisms). Later work [4] proposes concurrent
use of planners with diversified heuristics to answer this
compromise: a first heuristic, quick but dirty, is used when
a slower but more focussed heuristic fails to deliver a plan
in time. To our knowledge, no other fault tolerance mechanisms have been proposed in this domain. We strongly
believe, however, that such mechanisms are essential to provide more dependability in autonomous systems.

3. Fault Tolerant Planning
We investigate here how to tolerate design and implementation faults in planner models and heuristics. These
mechanisms are particularly well adapted to hierarchical
1 How to conclude on correctness of a program’s outputs to selected test
inputs?
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autonomous systems with a centralized planner at the decisional layer.

3.1. Principles
Complementary to testing, diversity is the only known
approach to improve trust in the behavior of a critical system regarding development faults (e.g., diversification is
used in software components of the Airbus A320, and in
hardware components of the Boeing B777). The general
principle of the mechanisms that we propose is to execute
sequentially or concurrently diversified variants of the planner, following similar approaches to recovery blocks [22]
and distributed recovery blocks [13]. In particular, diversity is encouraged by forcing the use of different algorithms,
variable domains and parameters in the models and heuristics of the variants.
3.1.1. Detection. Implementing error detection for decisional mechanisms in general, and planners in particular, is
difficult [16]. There are often many different valid plans,
which can be quite dissimilar. Therefore, error detection
by comparison of redundantly-produced plans is not a viable option. Thus, we must implement error detection by
independent means. Here, we propose four complementary
error detection mechanisms: a watchdog timer, a plan analyzer, a plan failure detector and an on-line goal checker.
A watchdog timer is used to detect when the search process is too slow or when a critical failure such as a deadlock
occurs. Timing errors can be due to faults in the planner
model, in its search engine, or ineffectiveness of the search
heuristics.
A plan analyzer can be applied on the output of the planner. It is an acceptance test (i.e., an on-line oracle) that verifies that the produced plan satisfies a number of constraints
and properties. This set of constraints and properties can be
obtained from the system specification and from domain expertise but it must be diverse from the planner model. This
mechanism is able to detect errors due to faults in the planner model or heuristics, and in the planner itself.
A plan failure detector is a classical mechanism used in
robotics for execution control. Failure of an action which
is part of the plan may be due to an unresolvable adverse
environmental situation, or may indicate errors in the plan
due to faults in the knowledge or in the search engine. Usually, when such an action failure is raised, thesearch engine
tries to repair the plan. When this is not possible, it raises a
plan failure. We use these plan failure reports for detection
purposes.
An on-line goal checker verifies whether goals are
reached while the plan is executed. Goals can only be declared as failed when every action of the plan has been carried out. This implies that the checker maintains an internal

1. begin mission
2.
failed_planners ← ∅;
3.
while (goals #= ∅)
4.
candidates ← planners;
5.
while (candidates #= ∅ & goals #= ∅)
6.
choose k such as (k ∈ candidates)
& (k ∈
/ failed_planners);
7.
candidates ← candidates \ k;
8.
init_watchdog(max_duration);
9.
send (plan) to k;
10.
wait % we wait any of these two events
11.
! receive (plan_found) from k
12.
stop watchdog;
13.
if analyze(plan)=OK then
14.
failed_planners ← ∅;
15.
k.execute_plan();
% if the plan fails goals != empty
% and then we loop line 3
16.
else
17.
send(invalid_plan) to operator;
18.
failed_planners ← failed_planners ∪ k;
19.
end if
20.
! watchdog timeout
21.
failed_planners ← failed_planners ∪ k;
22.
end wait
23.
if failed_planners = planners then
24.
raise exception "no valid plan
found in time";
% no remaining planner,
% the mission has failed
25.
end if
26.
end while
27.
end while
28. end mission

Figure 1. Sequential Planning Policy
representation of the system state and of the goals that have
been reached.
3.1.2. Recovery. We propose two recovery mechanisms,
both using different planners based on diverse knowledge.
With the first mechanism, the planners are executed sequentially, one after another. The principle is given in Figure 1. Basically, each time an error is detected, we switch to
another planner until all goals have been reached or until all
planners fail in a row. Once all the planners have been used
and there are still some unsatisfied goals, we go back to the
initial set of planners. This algorithm illustrates the use of
the four detection mechanisms presented in Section 3.1.1:
watchdog timer (lines 8 and 20), plan analyzer (line 13),
plan failure detector (line 15), on-line goal checker (lines 3
and 5).
Reusing planners that have been previously detected as
failed makes sense for two different reasons: (a) a perfectly
correct plan can fail during execution due to an adverse environmental situation, and (b) some planners, even faulty,
can still be efficient for some settings since the situation
that activated the fault may have disappeared.
It is worth noting that the choice of the planners, and the
order in which they are used, is arbitrary in this particular
example (line 6). However, the choice of the planner could
take advantage of application-specific knowledge about the
most appropriate planner for the current situation or knowledge about recently observed failure rates of the planners.
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With the second recovery mechanism, the planners are
executed concurrently [15]. The main differences with respect to the algorithm given in Figure 1 are: (a) the plan request message is sent to every planning candidate, (b) when
a correct plan is found, the other planners are requested to
stop planning, and (c) a watchdog timeout means that all the
planners have failed.
Here, the choice of planner order is implicit: the first
planner obtaining a plan is chosen. However, this could
lead to the repeated selection of the same faulty but rapid
planner. Some additional mechanism is thus required to circumvent this problem. For example, the planner selected
during the previous round can be withdrawn from the set of
candidates for the current round.
3.1.3. Coordination. From a dependability point of view,
the fault-tolerance mechanisms have to be as independent as
possible from the decisional layer, i.e., in this case from the
planners. This is why we propose to handle both the detection and recovery mechanisms and the services necessary
for their implementation in a middleware level component
called FTplan, standing for Fault-Tolerant PLANner coordinator.
This component has to integrate the fault tolerance
mechanisms into the robot architecture. This implies essentially communication between, and synchronization and
coordination of, the error detection mechanisms and the redundant planners.
To avoid error propagation from a possible faulty planner, FTplan should not take any information that comes
from or depends on the planners themselves. The watchdog
can easily be implemented from the operating system timing primitives. Action failure detection is performed at the
execution control layer, so error reports can be obtained and
reused at the FTplan level. A plan analyzer performs simple acceptance checks using rules expressed independently
from the planners and their knowledge.
However, implementing an on-line goal checker without
relying on information obtained through the planner is more
difficult. FTplan maintains for this purpose its own system
state representation, based on information gathered from the
lower layers. It obtains this information from the execution
control layer, whose abstraction level is near to that of the
decisional layer. This system state representation is checked
against the set of goals prescribed for the current mission.
Whatever the particular recovery mechanism it implements, sequential or parallel, FTplan has to manage several planners. It needs to communicate with them, e.g., for
sending plan requests or for updating their goals and system
state representations before replanning. It also needs to be
able to control their life cycle: start a new instance or even
stop one when it takes too long to produce a plan.
FTplan is intended to allow tolerance of development

faults in planners (and particularly in planning models). FTplan itself is not fault-tolerant, but being much simpler than
the planner it coordinates, we can safely rely on classic verification and testing to assume that it is fault-free.

3.2. Implementation
We present here the implementation of the proposed
mechanisms. We introduce the target architecture and then
give some implementation details about the FTplan component.
3.2.1. LAAS architecture. The LAAS architecture is presented in [1], and some recent modifications have been proposed in [14]. It has been successfully applied to several
mobile robots, some of which have performed missions in
real situations (human interaction or exploration). It is composed of three main components2 as presented in Figure 2:
GenoM modules, OpenPRS, and IxTeT.
The functional level is composed of a set of automatically generated GenoM modules, each of them offering a
set of services, which perform computation (e.g., trajectory
movement calculation) or communication with physical devices (sensors and actuators).
The procedural executive OpenPRS (Open Procedural
Reasoning System), is in charge of decomposing and refining plan actions into lower-level actions executable by
functional components, and executing them. This component links the decisional component (IxTeT) and the functional level. During execution, OpenPRS reports any action
failures to the planner, in order to re-plan or repair the plan.
As several IxTeT actions can be performed concurrently, it
has also to schedule sequences of refined actions.
IxTeT (IndeXed TimE Table) is a temporal constraint
planner as presented in Section 2.4.1, combining high level
actions to build plans. Each action is described in a model
file used by the planner as a set of constraints on attributes
(e.g., robot position), resources (e.g., energy consumption),
numeric or temporal data (e.g., action duration). Then, a
valid plan is calculated combining a set of actions in such a
way that they are conflict-free and they fulfill the goals. The
description of actions in the planner model is critical for the
generation of successful plans and thus for the dependability of the robot as a whole.
3.2.2. Fault Tolerant Planner Implementation. The fault
tolerance principles presented in Section 3.1 have been implemented in a fault tolerant planner component as presented in Figure 3. This component replaces the original
component “Planner” presented in Figure 2. The FTplan
component is in charge of communicating with OpenPRS
2 An additional robustness component, R2C, is introduced in [21]. We
have not considered it in this study since its current implementation is not
compatible with our experimentation environment.
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Figure 2. The LAAS architecture

cuted simultaneously. Unfulfilled goals are resubmitted to
the planner during the next replanning or at the end of plan
execution.
In the actual implementation, FTplan checks every 10ms
if there is a message from OpenPRS or one of the IxTeT
planners. In case of an action request from a planner or
an action report from OpenPRS, FTplan updates its system
representation before transmitting the request. If the request
is a plan execution failure (the system has not been able
to perform the actions of the plan), then FTplan launches
a re-plan using the sequential mechanism. If the request
indicates that the actions are finished, then FTplan checks if
the goals have been reached.

4. Mechanism Validation
We present here the validation process we have followed
to assess the performance and efficacy of the proposed fault
tolerant mechanisms. We discuss first a validation framework that extensively uses simulation and fault injection,
then present experimental results.

4.1. Framework for Validation
Figure 3. Fault tolerant planner
as the original planner does. To be consistent with the current implementation, FTplan uses the same technologies as
OpenPRS and IxTeT for communication.
The current version of FTplan implements the sequential
redundant planner coordination algorithm presented earlier
(Section 3.1, Figure 1) with two IxTeT planners. Currently,
the plan analysis function is empty (it always return true) so
error detection relies solely on just three of the mechanisms
presented in Section 3.1.1: watchdog timer, plan failure detection, and on-line goal checker.
The watchdog timer is launched at each start of planning.
As soon as a plan is found before the time limit (40 seconds
in our implementation: a sufficient time to produce plans in
our activities), the watchdog is stopped. If timeout occurs,
FTplan stops the current IxTeT, and sends a plan request
to the other IxTeT planner, until a plan is found or both
planners have failed. In the latter case, the system is put
in a safe state (i.e., all activities are ceased), and an error
message is sent to the operator.
On-line goal checker is performed after each action executed by OpenPRS that can result in a modification in the
goal achievements (for instance: a camera shot, a communication, movement of the robot, etc.). This checking is
carried out by analyzing the system state at the end of an
action, determining goals that may have been accomplished
and checking that no inconsistent actions have been exe-

Our validation framework relies on simulation and fault
injection. Simulation is used since it is both safer and more
practical to exercise the autonomy software on a simulated
robot than on a real one. Fault injection is used since it is
the only way to test the fault tolerance mechanisms with respect to their specific inputs, i.e., faults in planning knowledge. In the absence of any evidence regarding real faults,
there is no other practical choice than to rely on mutations3 ,
which have been found to efficiently simulate real faults in
imperative languages [7].
We now introduce successively the targeted software architecture, the workload, the faultload, and the readouts and
measurements we obtain from system activity.
4.1.1. Software Architecture. Our simulation environment
is represented in Figure 4. It incorporates three elements:
an open source robot simulator named Gazebo, an interface
library named Pocosim, and the components of the LAAS
architecture already presented in section 3.2.1.
The robot simulator Gazebo4 is used to simulate the
physical world and the actions of the autonomous system; it
takes as input a file describing the environment of the simulation (mainly a list of static or dynamic obstacles containing their position, and the physical description of the robot)
and executes the movement of the robot and dynamic obstacles, and possible interactions between objects.
3A

mutation is a syntactic modification of an existing program.
player/stage project”, http://playerstage.sourceforge.net

4 “The
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Figure 4. Simulation environment
The Pocosim library [12] is a software bridge between
the simulated robot (executed on Gazebo) and the software
commands generated by the GenoM modules: it transforms
commands to the actuators into movements or actions to
be executed on the simulated robot, and relays the sensor
inputs that Gazebo produces from the simulation.
Our autonomous system is based on an existing ATRV
(All Terrain Robotic Vehicle) robot, and employs GenoM
software modules interfaced with the Gazebo simulated
hardware. The upper layer of the LAAS architecture executes as presented in the previous section. Two different
models are used with the IxTeT planners. The first model
was thoroughly tested and used on a real ATRV robot; we
use it as primary model and as target for fault injection. We
specifically developed the second model through forced diversification of the first: for example, the robot position is
characterized numerically in the first model and symbolically in the second.
4.1.2. Workload. Our workload mimics the possible activity of a space rover. The system is required to achieve three
subsets of goals: take science photos at specific locations
(in any order), communicate with an orbiter during specified visibility windows, and be back at the initial position at
the end of the mission.
To partially address the fact that the robot must operate
in an open unknown environment, we chose to activate the
system’s functionalities in some representative situations resulting from combinations of sets of missions and worlds.
A mission encompasses the number and location of photos to be taken, and the number and occurrence of visibility
windows. A world is a set of static obstacles unknown to
the robot (possibly blocking the system from executing one
of its goals), which introduces uncertainties and stresses the
system navigation mechanism.
We implemented four missions and four worlds, thus applying sixteen execution contexts to each mutation. Mis-

sions are referenced as gradually more difficult M1, M2,
M3 and M4: M1 consists in two communications and three
photos in close locations, whereas M4 consists in four communications and five far apart photos. Environments are referenced as worlds W1, W2, W3 and W4. W1 is an empty
world, with no obstacles to hinder plan execution. W2 and
W3 contains small cylindrical obstacles, whereas W4 includes large rectangular obstacles that may pose great difficulties to the navigation module, and are susceptible to
endlessly block the robot path.
In addition, several equivalent experiments are needed
to address the non-determinacy of the experiments. This is
due to asynchrony in the various subsystems of the robot
and in the underlying operating systems: task scheduling
differences between similar experiments may degrade into
task failures and possibly unsatisfied goals, even in the absence of faults. We thus execute each basic experiment three
times, leading to a total of 48 experiments per mutation.
More repetition would of course be needed for statistical inference on the basic experiments but this would have led to
a total number of experiments higher than that which could
have been carried out with the ressources available (each
basic experiment lasts about 20 minutes).
4.1.3. Faultload. To assess performance and efficacy of the
proposed fault tolerance mechanisms, we inject faults in a
planning model by random mutation of the model source
code (i.e., in Model1 of Figure 3). Five types of possible
mutations were identified from the model syntax:
1. Substitution of numerical values: each numerical value
is exchanged with members of a set of real numbers
that encompasses (a) all numerical variables in all the
tasks of the model, (b) a set of specific values (such as
0, 1 or -1), and (c) a set of randomly-selected values.
2. Substitution of variables: since the scope of a variable
is limited to the task where it is defined, numerical
(resp. temporal) variables are exchanged with all numerical (resp. temporal) variables of the same task.
3. Substitution of attribute values: in the IxTeT formalism, attributes are the different variables that together
describe the system state. Attribute values in the model
are exchanged with other possible values in the range
of the attribute.
4. Substitution of language operators: in addition to classic numerical operators on temporal and numerical values, the IxTeT formalism employs specific operators,
such as “nonPreemptive” (that indicates that a task
cannot be interrupted by the executive).
5. Removal of a constraint relation: a randomly selected
constraint on attributes or variables is removed from
the model.
Substitution mutations were automatically generated using the SESAME tool [6]. Using an off-line compilation,
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this tool detects and eliminates binary equivalent or syntactically incorrect mutants. Removal of random constraint relations was carried out through a PERL script and added to
the mutations generated by SESAME. All in all, more than
1000 mutants were generated from the first model.
For better representativeness of injected faults, we consider only mutants that are able to find a plan in at least one
mission (we consider that models that systematically fail
would easily be detected during the development phase). As
a simple optimization, given our limited resources, we also
chose to carry out a simple manual analysis aimed at eliminating mutants that evidently could not respect the above
criterion.
4.1.4. Records and Measurements. Numerous log files
are generated by a single experiment: simulated data from
Gazebo (including robot position and hardware module activity), output messages from GenoM modules and OpenPRS, requests and reports sent and received by each planner, as well as outputs of the planning process.
Problems arise however in trying to condense this
amount of data into significant relevant measures. Contrary
to more classic mutation experiments, the result of an experiment cannot be easily dichomotized as either failed or successful. As previously mentioned, an autonomous system is
confronted with partially unknown environments and situations, and some of its goals may be difficult or even impossible to achieve in some contexts. Thus, assessment of the
results of a mission must be graded into more than just two
levels. Moreover, detection of equivalent mutants is complexified by the non-deterministic context of autonomous
systems
To answer these issues to some extent, we chose to categorize the quality of the result of an experiment with: (a) the
subset of goals that have been successfully achieved, and (b)
performance results such as the mission execution time and
the distance covered by the robot to achieve its goals. Due
to space constraints, we focus in the rest of this paper on
measurements relative to the mission goals.

4.2. Results
We present in this part several experimental results using
the evaluation framework previously introduced. Experiments were executed on i386 systems with 3.2 GHz CPU
and the Linux OS. We first study the performance cost of
the proposed mechanisms, then present their efficacy in tolerating injected faults.
4.2.1. Fault-free Performance. To determine the overhead
of the proposed fault tolerance mechanisms, we first concentrate on supposed fault-free models. Figure 5 presents
the impact of FTplan on the system behavior.
Note that results in W4 must be treated with caution, as















 

 

































































































































































































Figure 5. Impact of FTplan (without injected
faults): This figure studies the impact of the FTplan component on fault-free system behavior by comparing three
different robots: Robot1 uses our first model, Robot2 uses
our second model, and Robot1/2 contains an FTplan component that uses successively our first and second models.
For each considered activity (M1W1 to M4W4), the figure
shows five different measures: (a) (b) (c) three failure proportions to reach the different types of goals in a mission
(resp. photos, communications, and returns to initial position), (d) failure proportion of the whole mission (a mission is considered failed if one or more mission goals were
not achieved), and (e) the mean number of replanning operations observed during one experiment (in the case of
Robot1/2, this number is equivalent to the number of model
switches during the mission).

this world contains large obstacles that may cause navigational failures and block the robot path forever. As our work
focus on planning model faults rather than limitations of
functional modules, we consider that success in this world
relies more on serendipity in the choice of plan rather than
correctness of the planner model. It is however interesting
to study the system reaction to unforeseen and unforgiving
situations that possibly arise in an open and uncontrolled environment. Note that these results show that different models give rise to different failure behaviors: particularly in
W4, the three systems fail differently.
W4 set aside, results are globally very good: Robot1 and
Robot1/2 succeed in all their goals, while Robot2 fails a
few goals in M3, and all its return goals in M4W1. These
failures may be attributed to a larger set of constraints in
this model that may be costly in performance, and underestimated distance declarations. The mean activity time of
the systems (that is the time until the system stops all activity in a mission) is an average of 404 seconds for Robot1,
376 seconds for Robot2, and 405 seconds for Robot1/2.
Time performance-wise, the three systems are thus roughly
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Figure 7. Impact of planner redundancy (with
injected faults): This figure presents overall results
achieved for all 28 mutations, both with and without the
heavily-constrained world W4.
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Figure 6. Impact of switching overhead (without injected faults): This figure presents the impact
of numerous model switches on fault-free system behavior
by comparing two different robots: Robot1* uses our first
model, and Robot1/1* contains an FTplan component that
switches between two exact copies of our first model. Consequently, neither of the robots is fault-tolerant. The results
concern only the cost of model switches. To provoke many
model switches, both robots use a version of the IxTeT planner without the optimizing functionality of plan repair: any
failed action systematically leads to complete replanning,
with an additional model switch for Robot1/1*.

equivalent.
Although the results are mostly positive, showing that
FTplan’s main execution loop does not severely decrease
goal achievement or performance in the chosen scenarios,
they are still insufficient to assess the overhead of planner
switches as very few occurred in these fault-free experiments. This overhead is further studied in experiments presented in Figure 6.
We effectively see that there are many more replannings
(and thus model switches) than in the previous experiments
(a mean per experiment of 8.3 against 0.3 for Robot1*, and
8.9 against 0.4 for Robot1/1*). M1W2 appears as a singularity for Robot1/1* as after a few minutes of execution, the
IxTeT planner finds no solution in its current situation. We
believe this due to an elusive bug in either the model, FTplan, or the IxTeT planner. However, the same experiment
with Robot1/2* (using diversification through the first and
second models) gives successful missions, suggesting that
the bug lies in our modified version of IxTeT.
Apart from this singularity, Robot1/1* only fails more
goals than Robot1* in the over-stressing W4 execution contexts, as well as the complex M4W3. Setting aside W4
(and the M1W2 singularity), the mean activity time of the
systems is 381 seconds for Robot1* and 431 seconds for
Robot1/1*, indicating an overhead of 13%. Including W4,

the time is 456 seconds for Robot1* and 535 seconds for
Robot1/1*, indicating an overhead of 17%. We deem these
results as quite acceptable considering the negative impact
of discarding plan repair.
4.2.2. Fault-tolerance efficacy. To test the efficacy of the
proposed mechanisms and the FTplan component, we injected 38 faults in our first model, realizing more than 3500
experiments equivalent to 1200 hours of testing. We discarded 10 mutants that were unable to find a plan for any
of the four missions5 . We believe that five of the remaining
mutants are equivalent to the fault-free model. However,
the non-deterministic nature of autonomous systems makes
it delicate to define objective equivalence criteria. We thus
include the results obtained with these five mutants.
The 28 considered mutations are categorized in the following manner: three substitutions of attribute values, six
substitutions of variables, ten substitutions of numerical values, four substitutions of operators, and six removals of
constraints. The mutants were executed on Robot1 and
Robot1/2. The results are presented in Figure 7.
These results give objective evidence that model diversification favorably contributes to fault tolerance of an autonomous system considering the proposed faultload: failure decreases for photo goals of 62% (respectively, 50% including W4), 70% (64%) for communication goals, 80%
(58%) for returns goals, and 41% (29%) for whole missions.
Note, however, that RobotFT in the presence of injected
faults is less successful than a single fault-free model. This
apparent decrease in dependability is explained by the fact
that incorrect plans are only detected when their execution
has failed, possibly rendering one or more goals unachievable, despite recovery. This underlines the importance of
plan analysis procedures to attempt to detect errors in plans
before they are executed.

5. Conclusion
To our knowledge, the work presented in this paper is the
first proposition of fault tolerant mechanisms based on di5 In this case, Robot1/2 gives the same results as the fault-free Model2:
nearly perfect success rates in W1, W2 and W3.
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versified planning models. We proposed a component providing error detection and recovery appropriate for faulttolerant planning, and implemented it in the LAAS architecture. This component can use four detection mechanisms
(watchdog timer, plan failure detector, on-line goal checker
and plan analyzer), and two recovery policies (sequential
planning and concurrent planning). Our current implementation is that of sequential planning associated with the first
three error detection mechanisms.
To assess the performance overhead and the efficacy
of the proposed mechanisms, we developed a validation
framework that exercises the software on a simulated robot
platform, and carried out what we believe to be the first ever
mutation experiments on declarative models. These experiments were conclusive in showing that the proposed mechanisms do not severely degrade the system performance in
the chosen scenarios, yet usefully improve the system behavior in the presence of model faults.
There are many directions for future research. First, implementation of a plan analyzer should allow much better
goal success levels to be achieved in the presence of faults
since it should increase error detection coverage and provide lower latency. Implementation of the concurrent planning policy and comparison with the sequential planning
policy are also of interest. Moreover, we would like to evaluate diversification on planning heuristics rather than just
models and investigate also the additional detection capabilities of recent additions to the LAAS architecture [21].
Finally, many more experiments are needed to improve the
statistical relevance of the results. The use of a large computer grid would drastically improve the number of experiments that could be executed in reasonable time and eliminate the need for manual inspection to remove trivial mutants.
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